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THINK ALOUD PROTOCOL
RIDE ONE COMMENTS + REFLECTION*
Ride 1
*If (parts of) your audio is inaudible, you can ask the participant to reviw the video with you later and give you
feedback on their experience

Cars are
moving into
the bike lane
Cars driving really close to me
makes it feel like a challenge

It’s getting
tight between
me and cars
here... I feel
like there’s not
enough space

It’s a little
confusing to
be on a road
with a bike on
it [referring to
Sharrows]
Lots of good restaurants
here, good to know
Which way?
I’m getting a little concerned that the
lane is geting so narrow that the cars
have to pass me and go over the lane
while cars come from the other side

I feel safe that I have
a place to ride
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It feels a little stressful
when a number of cars
are going by me at a
fast speed
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THINK ALOUD PROTOCOL
RIDE TWO COMMENTS + REFLECTION*
Ride 2
*If (parts of) your audio is inaudible, you can ask the participant to reviw the video with you later and give you
feedback on their experience

Where do
I press
this
[button]?

Where
am I
supposed
to go?
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It’s so
nice to
be on a
separate
bike path

I didn’t
know
people
were
allowed
to walk
here too

What’s
that
building
over
there?

Ok,
which
way am
I going
here?

I like that
we’re having
a bit more
space here
but I don’t
know what
these green
things are all
about

I’m turning left so
where am I
supposed to go in
relation to the cars
next to me?

The trees look pretty
Nice mural!

This is a
little
tricky for
me trying
to ﬁgure
out who
goes
when

I’m gonna be
crossing the
road here, I
hope that’s ok

Oh, another restaurant
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THINK ALOUD PROTOCOL
INTERPRETED EXPERIENCE*
Scale

Positive
experience

Unpleasant
experience

*Based on the participant’s comments and feedback afterwards based on their experience, identify pleasant
and unpleasant parts of the route
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